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Functional Materials Design, Discovery and 

Development (FMD3)

Our research work aims to develop stable made to order Metal organic materials for application pertaining to energy sustainability and environmental security. FMD3 is a multidisciplinary group composed of both early stage and experienced researchers in the fields of inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical
chemistry, surface chemistry and chemical engineering. Our research activities include the design, development and characterization of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and other porous materials. Our research encompasses diverse areas including the synthesis, screening, and scale-up of materials to investigation of
material properties and applications including catalysis, adsorption and membrane-based separations. Research accomplished at Prof Eddaoudi’s group led to major discoveries in the last years with regards to assembly strategies to control the design and the synthesis of tailored MOFs for particular applications. The
aforementioned strategies that afford the control of pore size dimensions and functionality led to the discovery new mechanisms driving highly efficient gas separation particularly in the field of CO2 capture, Hydrocarbon separation and gas storage.

- MOF, design, topology,

- Gas separation, Gas storage,

- H2, CH4, CO2, Hydrocarbons,

- Sensing applications,

- Controlled drug delivery

- Catalysis.
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MOFs Unique Features 

Crystalline hybrid solids 

Rational Assembly (building block 

approach)

Modular, can be functionalized prior or 

after the assembly 

Unprecedented apparent  surface areas 

(up to 7000 m2/g)

Controlled pore size (from ultra-

micropores to mesopores up to 5nm)

Surface Chemistry 

Applications
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